The use of proteome similarity for the qualitative and quantitative profiling of reperfused myocardium.
An LC-MS-based approach is presented for the identification and quantification of proteins from unsequenced organisms. The method relies on the preservation of homology across species and the similarity in detection characteristics of proteomes in general. Species related proteomes share similarity that progresses from the amino acid frequency distribution to the complete amino sequence of matured proteins. Moreover, the comparative analysis between theoretical and experimental proteome distributions can be used as a measure for the correctness of detection and identification obtained through LC-MS-based schemes. Presented are means to the identification and quantification of rabbit myocardium proteins, immediately after inducing cardiac arrest, using a data-independent LC-MS acquisition strategy. The employed method of acquisition affords accurate mass information on both the precursor and associated product ions, whilst preserving and recording the intensities of the ions. The latter facilitates label-free quantification. The experimental ion density observations obtained for the rabbit sub proteome were found to share great similarity with five other mammalian samples, including human heart, human breast tissue, human plasma, rat liver and a mouse cell line. Redundant, species-homologues peptide identifications from other mammalian organisms were used for initial protein identification, which were complemented with peptide identifications of translated gene sequences. The feasibility and accuracy of label-free quantification of the identified peptides and proteins utilizing above mentioned strategy is demonstrated for selected cardiac rabbit proteins.